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This paper explores the transformative capacity of engaging teachers in constructive dialogue within ICT professional development activity. The paper reports on one aspect of an Australian Research Council funded Linkage project that is concerned with models of teacher Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) professional development that result in multiliterate teaching practices. The industry partners for the project are the Suncoast Cyberschools, a coalition of schools for whom being a ‘networked learning community’ is fundamental to their purpose. The relationship between Multiliteracies and ICT provides a contentious context around which teachers had the opportunity to engage, through an asynchronised threaded discussion forum. Data reported in this paper are generated from the archived posts to the threaded discussion forum and are analysed qualitatively for evidence of community and quantitatively for different forums of feedback (Mäkitalo, Häkkinen, Leinonen, & Järvelä, 2002) and levels of discussion (Jarvela & Hakkinen, 2002). The findings suggest evidence of both collegial and critical discussion. Collegial discussion was found to be important in developing and maintaining community while critical discussion was vital for its role in transforming teachers’ beliefs. The data also revealed a number of practical aspects of online environments that inhibit constructive discussion.

Introduction

In an age where ICT enables a multiplicity of communication channels, where icons, sounds and words together create dynamic texts that are not place or time dependent, where ICT is considered a pervasive part of our work, cultural and private lives, change in what and how we do things is accepted as continual and rapid. With such change has come the realisation that classroom pedagogy needs to be transformed (Lankshear, Snyder, & Green, 2000; Luke, 2000; Millard, 2003; Ramsey, 2000). Transforming pedagogy that effectively infuses ICT indicates movement beyond an ‘adaptation’ stage (Dwyer, Ringstaff, & Sandholtz, 1991), a ‘technologised’ approach (Lankshear & Bigum, 1998) and or practices that ‘domesticate’ the computer (Bigum, 2002). ICT can no longer be made to conform to requirements of the classroom rather ICT should enable teachers’ to transform their practice.

ICT professional development is seen as a vehicle to enable transformative change in teachers’ practice (Russell, 1999). However, what constitutes effective models of continuing professional development is highly contested (Becher, 1999; Knight, 2002; Schulman, 1987). Long standing perceptions of ICT professional development as ICT skill workshops or training approaches, indicate a ‘re-tooling’ of teachers that tends to augment the existing curriculum by developing teachers’ competencies focused on specific types of applications. O'Rourke (2001, p.13) redirects ICT professional development towards helping teachers “to focus on pedagogy than on the technology
itself” which is affirmed by Loveless (2003, p.324) through her premise to build teachers’ “confidence in change…rather than evidence of [ICT] competence”. If we have any hope of transformative outcomes for our teachers, ICT professional development intentions need to move from ‘re-tooling’ with infrequent curriculum integration to a model that will enable teachers to see the ‘transforming’ possibilities of ICT.

Background

This paper reports on one aspect of a research project that has as its goal the development of a transformative model of teacher Information and Communication Technology (ICT) professional development that is likely to enable teachers to transform their pedagogical beliefs and practices. The project is supported by funding from the Australian Research Council, an industry partner, and Griffith University. The industry partner, the Suncoast Cyberschools, is a group of regional schools trialing an educational reform project targeted at curriculum, pedagogy and assessment (Education Queensland, 2000). This project enlists ICT as a major platform, both to underwrite the need for reform and as an aid to pedagogy (Queensland Government, 2002). It highlights the need for teachers’ ICT professional development on the basis that teachers need “to understand how ICTs promote higher order thinking and deepen understanding” and that “using ICTs effectively demands new teaching strategies and different approaches to assessment” (Department of Education, 2002, p.5).

The research project has two stages. Stage 1 involved the collection of data to inform the design of ICT professional development activity for implementation and analysis in Stage 2. Semi-structured interviews were the main data collection device in Stage 1. Interviews were held with participants from the Cyberschools. Data were collected on the three distinct areas implicit to ICT professional development in this context, namely ICT in learning, multiliteracies, and ICT professional development. Stage 2 utilised action research methodology to support the collaborative design, implementation and evaluation of an ICT professional development activity over a substantial period of time. Teachers’ classroom inquiries were the focal professional development activity. Teams of two teachers from eight schools within the Cyberschool cluster implemented classroom inquiry projects. An asynchronous threaded discussion forum described below was implemented to enhance the development of community amongst all teachers across schools and improve transformative outcomes. All names used in the data reported in this paper have been replaced with pseudonyms and online postings have been copied in full with spelling errors included for authenticity. Corrections are made in brackets to help keep the flow and meaning of the posts.

Constructive Dialogue

Collegial dialogue is one of three professional learning activities that was investigated as a transformative element within a theoretically constructed model for ICT professional development (see Figure 1). The other two professional learning
activities are investigation and reflection. Part of the examination of collegial dialogue, through the vehicle of online communication is reported here. Collegial discussion was renamed constructive dialogue as a result of data analysis. An amended ICT professional development model evolved and will be explained in detail towards the end of this paper.

Collegial dialogue accentuates space for teachers’ professional talk about classroom practice. Advocates define collegial dialogue on the basis of sustained interaction by teachers who seek potentially better ideas, indicating critical reflective and inquiring processes (Ball & Cohen, 1999; Fullan, 2003; Guskey, 2003; Smyth, 1987). As the term suggests, collegial dialogue necessitates the formation of a group or ‘community’ for teacher professional development. Learning communities, teacher networks or collaboratives, provide organised social places for collegial dialogue. The notion of community is explained by Sagor (1997, p.172) as a “critical unit of change within education”. In an ICT professional development model, the capacity for teachers’ engagement in collegial dialogue is relevant to the development of a learning community.

The promotional material for the Suncoast Cyberschools identify them as a ‘networked learning community’ dedicated to acting as a catalyst for sharing, building relationships and development within school communities. The stated purpose of the Suncoast Cyberschools Project is to establish an education model for communities of the future. The Cyberschools have some geographical separation from each other and considerable separation from me. However, as they are well supported by ICT infrastructure, and ICT professional development is fundamental to the research project, I sought to engage the participants with electronic communication. An asynchronous threaded discussion structure was seen as the best way to stimulate community within the constraints of the teaching work environment. This was implemented via the forum communication tool in a Blackboard© environment.
The rationale for developing a community amongst the school teams was to engender a sense of shared purpose in regard to seeking new knowledge and understanding about multiliteracies and the integration of ICT; to provide opportunity to reflect critically on classroom practices; and to counteract the feeling of isolation that would ensue from independent classroom investigations. These purposes are consistent with the essential characteristics of learning communities (Barab & Duffy, 2000; Lieberman, 2000).

In the discussion section that follows, collegial dialogue is explored through an analysis of the development of a learning community amongst the teachers in the eight schools participating in an online discussion forum. Teachers’ postings to the online forum are analysed for evidence of community, forms of feedback and levels of discussion. Implications are drawn for collegial dialogue as an essential professional learning activity in ICT professional development.

Discussion

Communications technologies has been promoted as a platform that can facilitate learning communities as it enables many to many communication that is not place or time dependent (King, 2002; Rovai, 2002). However, Zhop and Rop (2001, p. 11) problematise notions of community in online environments, which are based loosely around being “connected” rather than determining if community actually exists. Dillenbourg (1999) suggests that looking at the collaborations and the learning taking place provides meaning for a learning community. The threaded postings to an online forum are analysed here for evidence of a learning community.

An asynchronised threaded discussion forum was implemented via the forum communication tool in a Blackboard© environment. During the implementation phase, mandatory participation was required from each school team. A teacher with the support of their school peer would lead and encourage discussion over a two week period. Implementation occurred over a nine month period with nine different discussion topics posted by school teams. It was decided that I would lead the first discussion to demonstrate the process. This is in keeping with Manning and Payne’s (1993, p.364) suggestion that “the mechanism for growth in the zone [Vygotsky’s concept of zone of proximal development] is the actual verbal interaction with a more experienced member of society”. However, to improve the sustainability of the community this initial leadership was to be redirected amongst the teachers through the leadership of subsequent threads. Generally, the number of posting by a given teacher was found to be more prevalent when it was their turn at leading the threaded discussion.

I opened the online forum with an activity (see Figure 2) connected to specific documentation that each teacher needed to submit, to formalize the beginning of their classroom inquiries:
Discussion of such documentation was intended to direct initial teacher engagement. For many teachers this was their first experience contributing in an online environment and as such, early responses were of a technical ‘trialing nature’ to ‘test’ to see if their posting worked, such as in Figure 3:

![Figure 3 Trial posting]

By its address to “all”, this post suggests some acknowledgement of collegiality. It also acknowledges the potential for “real discussion” signifying the purpose for more critical pedagogical postings and having to get the preliminary documentation out the way. The form of address used in the initial postings points to ambiguity with the genre of the forum as a means of communication, between the conversational forms of “hi”, the verbal greetings of “g’day” and the written form of “Dear” as would be used in letter format. As the forum progressed the postings tended not to have any form of address, which may have been influenced by familiarity with sequential listings of posts. To keep sense of cross postings, coded names are used in this analysis.

Following this opening for real discussion in Figure 3, I used my ‘expert’ standing to direct the discussion towards pedagogical issues by replying in Figure 4:

![Figure 4 My response to trial post]

In this posting I was trying to engage Cherry [David’s peer] in more constructive discussion by providing background information on effective use of the internet to establish common understanding (Di Mauro & Jacobs, 1995) and directing discussion with a question, signifying a cognitive cue (Mäkitalo et al., 2002). From the use of individual names in these posts and the flow of conversation, it would be expected that the following post would come from Cherry or David. However, evidence of a
cross post occurred from Kelly who continued this constructive discourse as in Figure 5:

| Kelly] Questions to clarify and unpack question: What literacies and skills are already being explicitly [explicitly] taught and learnt in present units of work? (Rich Tasks) What literacies and repertoires [repertoires] of practice are needed to use internet effectively? How do you incorporate these needs into your planning and pedagogy? |

**Figure 5 Kelly's cross post**

I responded with more questions in the following post:

| [Sarah] Great questions Kelly...would stimulate much thought. I'll add some: Why use the Internet? In what way are you using the Internet? Is this the only way? Is this appropriate to the learning outcomes you want achieved? Are there more powerful ways that children can get information than by surfing the Net? Could discussions with real people in the appropriate fields be more realistic and educational? ...any experiences others want to share re internet use… |

**Figure 6 My post of questions**

Both Kelly and I instigated further discussion by providing questions that were optional forms of direction for David’s inquiry. These questions provided a signal for our willingness to continue the interaction (Mäkitalo et al., 2002) as did my final comment in Figure 6, inviting others to participate. The thread ceased at this point. It could be suggested that at this early stage, within the first week of the online forum, that participants had not established enough common understandings about multiliteracies and ICT to respond to these questions or that confidence or experience in pedagogical application of the internet was lacking. Common understandings of terms such as ‘multiliteracies’, ‘repertoires’ or ‘pedagogy’ seem to be required prior to their application in a virtual environment to support critical discourse amongst teachers.

Mäkitalo et al (2002) makes a distinction between feedback and questioning in web based discussion. As found here, questions initiate critical discussion whereas feedback is more oriented towards the establishment of a common understanding and the building of relationships in a learning community. These authors propose six different forms of feedback that include agreement/disagreement, personal, notifying, supporting, comparing and paraphrasing. The first two forms of feedback were found to be more common in what Mäkitalo et al (2002) termed progressive level feedback, while the later four forms of feedback were more typical in deeper level discussion. An initial posting to my orientating activity suggests the building of relationships through a personal more jovial tone by Ivy in Figure 7:
Personal feedback by Ivy in her posting conveys positive emotions that set the tone for the development of a learning community. This posting suggests interest and commitment encased in good humour. As an initial posting it supported the development of community.

Di Mauro and Jacobs (1995) suggest that a leader plays a critical role in the building of a cooperative community. In this context I was considered the leader who initially directed the discussion. However, due to the structure of an online forum, where postings and cross postings are unrestricted, this leadership at times devolved into the community. This transfer of responsibility occurred at critical stages where leadership was found to be problematic. An example of this is evident in the following series of postings (Figures 8-14) which I initiated:

The first posting to this question was by Unwin (see Figure 9):

This response is problematic as it is not in keeping with goals of effective integration of ICT for multiliterate outcomes. It places emphasis on teaching about ICT. I am concerned not to alienate Unwin, so I frame my response in the form of questions and seek other comments, removing myself from the expert role (see Figure 10):

Mitchell and Mayer (2002, p.15) suggest caution about comments that can be read as regulatory, serving to “stifle or silence” discussion. Fortunately, the thread was picked up by a teacher, Megan, whose response was more in keeping with the goals of the project (see Figure 11):
Megan used comparing feedback to explain her personal views on the focus of ICT skills. She validates the use of a learning journal as evidence of student understanding. She then enters into a deeper level discussion, drawing on her understanding of multiliteracies and its relationship to ICT. This opens up the opportunity for richer discussion. The following post by Harvey (see Figure 12), two days later, reverted the focus back to an ICT skills checklist:

Harvey describes pedagogical practices and beliefs that limit the effective integration of ICT. Learning about ICT through the sequential development of computer skills indicates a technical approach (O’Rourke, 2001) or a goal of ICT skills development (DEST, 2001). Harvey disregarded Megan’s posting, as there was no feedback in Harvey’s post. This lack of acknowledgement or loss of thread of discussion is symptomatic of this environment unlike in a face to face environment where a conversation is more easily continued because of notions of time and place. At this point, I wanted to encourage discussion and engage Harvey in exploring his beliefs and practices, so I posed a series of questions in Figure 13:

Once again a response came from another teacher, Kelly (see Figure 14):
Harvey did not engage in critical discussion. This thread ended with Kelly’s post that reiterated the theme of a focus on learning with ICT, again enabling me to remove myself from the expert role. Suggested reasons for Harvey’s disengagement could include a disagreement with or a lack of understanding of the perception being presented in the postings or a lack of confidence or an unwillingness to engage in critical discourse. The virtual nature of this environment enables participants to engage as ‘lurkers’ or as ‘respondents’.

The transfer of responsibility to lead discussion was also embedded in a design feature for this online forum. As mentioned earlier, each school team was given a two week period to engage and direct discussion on a topic related to the teacher’s classroom inquiry. It was found that the quality and level of interaction within topics was dependent upon factors such as interest amongst the community and the generality of the topic. The many to many relationship that exists in this structure enabled an open critical discussion. The following example of a series of postings on the topic ‘Is the media the message’ started by Unwin enabled critical discussion and a high level of engagement. The number of times that the postings were read also indicates a significant amount of engagement even though it was inactive. The postings within this thread are displayed together in Table 1 to mirror the ebb and flow of discussion:

Table 1 Is the media the message postings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Read times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unwin</td>
<td>If a teacher is using multi-literacies (apropos [speakers name] excellent presentation at Nambour RSL) and is a real aficionado of all things techno that whistle, bang and shout is there a chance that the message will get lost in the media - particularly with young kids involved? (With acknowledgement to Marshall McLuhan)</td>
<td>16 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>You see this a lot when children are searching on the Internet- distracted by the advertising, or even when they are making a powerpoint presentation- they are concerned with the animation and sound rather than how powerpoint can enhance the communication of the concept they are presenting. How are teachers getting past this?</td>
<td>17 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan</td>
<td>This is really difficult. For myself i had two different groups operating in the classroom. One group on video, the other using powerpoint. The powerpoint group did get hypnotised by the animation and sound effects and thus some of their message was lost. The other video group did not - why? Upon reflection I believe that it came down to the level of input from myself. As the video group was using expensive equipment I insisted on a huge amount of preplanning, I questioned every thought or idea, asking them to continually reflect on their plans. Was the idea powerful, would it convince the audience or would it be lost in the noise or video effect used? Although I monitored the powerpoint group and made suggestions relating to the use of animation in the presentation I did not deeply question the children in this group. This, for me, is food for thought.</td>
<td>15 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan</td>
<td>In our pursuit to be multiliterate classrooms could we be in danger of ‘overkill’? Are we losing the very thing we are trying to achieve due to over saturation? When is enough enough?</td>
<td>15 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry</td>
<td>New skills, new knowledges and new literacies are features of our New Basics Curriculum. The excitement and interest that is generated in our students through the use of multiliteracies is an important enabler for teaching and learning. Many teachers are learning the skills along with the students, which does consume time, energy and thought. As teachers and students become more confident and competent with multiliteracies this will start to balance out. We need to think about how much easier it will be when we have students with the skills required, teachers with the knowledge and expertise needed and working reliable technology at our fingertips. We are all on a</td>
<td>8 times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14 Kelly’s post

[Kelly] Technology skills need to be embedded where possible with some focus teaching for immediate needs as they arise. Peer mentoring is an apt strategy because it allows for most efficient and effective use of time and expertise.
Unwin presents a complex issue in a sociable way. His use of terms such as “all things techno that whistle, bang and shout” provides context for the discussion which helps establish and maintain common ground (Mäkitalo et al., 2002). I respond only once in this thread which indicates the move from a leader to a participatory role. My response uses both supporting and comparing feedback as I provide a pedagogical example to what Unwin is theoretically describing. Megan then moves this discussion into her personal realm where she describes a practical example of how her children are “hypnotised by the animation and sound effects and thus some of their message was lost”. Megan then compares two pedagogical approaches and student learning outcomes. She notes that this reflection on her teaching is informative.

Megan continues this discussion in her second posting by putting a negative twist on the use of multiliteracies with the use of terms such as “overkill” and “over saturation”. This controversial posting brought both agreement and disagreement feedback. Dillenbourg (1999, p.13) suggest that collaborative learning must provide a space for negotiation and a space for misunderstanding. Mitchell and Mayer (2002, p.17) acknowledge that negotiating meaning enables the possibility of taking conflict and different values into account in our understanding of community. Megan did not reply to either of the posts by Harry or Unwin. The meanings of multiliteracies from each of these postings differed. Harry focused on ICT skills while Unwin was not interested in methods of instruction. This suggests that Megan’s intention was misunderstood, causing her to disengage in the discussion. Multiliteracies is a complex term that was understood by the teachers in rudimentary form. The thread analysed here indicates some unpacking of multiliteracies through a movement from theory to practice to personal experience. Such unpacking builds common understandings and indicates critical discussion.

This qualitative examination of feedback within postings suggests that an online threaded forum provided an environment where both collegiality and critical discussion existed. Furthermore, in alignment with feedback for lower level and higher level discussion, an examination of the quality of discussion revealed that higher level discussion which involves critique was more prevalent than lower levels of discussion. Using Järvelä’s and Häkkinen’s (2002) categories of electronic posts, Figure 15 displays the percentage of lower and higher levels of discussions. Järvelä and Häkkinen identify five types of postings that exist on a continuum beginning with comment and suggestion (lower) through to experience, new point/question then theory (higher). It can be seen that ‘experience’ and ‘question’ were the most prevalent forms of discussion. This further supports the finding that an online threaded forum provides substantive capacity for critical discussion.
Postings to an online forum are analysed for evidence of community and critical discussion. A number of theoretical concepts regarding community and discourse within electronic environments, as identified by Di Mauro and Jacobs (1995) and Mäkitalo, Häkkinen, Leinonen, and Järvelä (2002) discussed in text, are supported by the data presented here. It would appear that teachers’ postings within an online forum facilitated the development of community. Controversy, humour, personal experience and positive feedback all played a valuable role in the development of this online community as they do in other enactments of community. Cross posting, inviting comments and sharing the leadership role all served to mirror the dynamics of face to face communication.

Critical discussion was evident in this online forum. Teachers engaged in high levels of discussion where experiences were shared and questions and new points were raised around issues of multiliteracies and ICT. These critical episodes provided a professional learning purpose in the virtual environment. However, it was found that critical discussion was only sustained for a small number of postings by teachers in a given thread. The data reveal a number of practical aspects of online environments that inhibit critical discussion. These include the opportunities for teachers to ‘lurk’ or disengage at any given time and the ease with which misunderstandings or comments can silence participation. Alternatively, the role of the leader and the change of leadership are found to have a positive impact on discussion. The development of relationships and common understandings and these symptomatic features of online discussion suggest that the more traditional face to face environment serves specific purposes that can enhance discussion online. As teachers gain more experience in online environments, greater participation and critical discourse could occur without the support of developing prior understandings in face to face settings.
Collegial dialogue as a professional learning activity in ICT professional development has been explored for its role in the development of a learning community. Underwriting collegial dialogue is the relationship between critical discussion and development of community. Evident in the virtual environment is the tension that exists between collegial and critical discussion. Tension arises as collegiality is opposed to critique but without critique there is no need for collegiality. In other words, a learning community is built on camaraderie but without the opportunity for learning to occur through critique, there is no point in membership.

In light of the foregrounding analysis, collegial dialogue as a professional learning activity must be renamed to subsume a greater acknowledgement of the transformative capacity of critique. The term ‘constructive dialogue’ replaces collegial dialogue within ICT professional development to represent this relationship. Teachers’ engagement that is collegial establishes a context that enables critique to be formulated and actioned. Consequently, critique becomes a section of collegiality that can be accessed anytime thus impacting on the feeling and purpose of community. The following diagram (Figure 16) builds on the theoretical model for ICT professional development (Figure 1). It illustrates an amended ICT professional model based on these findings in relation to ‘constructive’ dialogue:

![Figure 16 Transformative ICT professional development model](image)

In Figure 16 constructive dialogue is represented in two parts. The unshaded section represents collegiality and the shaded section represents critique. Constructive dialogue plays a fundamental role in enabling teachers’ to transform their pedagogical beliefs and practices. This paper has reported on one aspect of a research project focused on the development of a model of ICT professional development. It has examined the professional learning activity of teacher dialogue, highlighting the necessary elements for transformative outcomes. Constructive dialogue plays an important role in ICT professional development and can be facilitated by online communication tools.
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